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Dear educators, 

The iGEM team at the University of Calgary is so
excited that you are using these materials to
introduce synthetic biology to your classroom!

The contents of this package are as follows:

This toolkit is an adaptation of the presentations
and demos we did with over 250 students in
Calgary. We gathered feedback from each student
and educator we visited, and incorporated it into
this content. This toolkit can be used to cover
curriculum material related to genes and DNA.
Please let us know if you have any further
questions or feedback for us; we'd love to hear it
and be able to make the next version of this
toolkit even better! 



 

Intro to Syn Bio

 

 

Overview: This is a broad introduction to genetic
material, proteins, and the central dogma. It also

includes an introduction to Synthetic Biology, which is
what our team does in the lab. 

 
 
 

(To adhere to Wiki Guidelines,
videos are embedded below

this doc). 



 

Strawberry DNA Extraction:
Educators 

 

 

Overview: This video is meant to familiarize educators
with a demo in which participants extract the DNA
from a strawberry. This activity can be adapted to
both younger and older participants - details about
suggested modifications are discussed in the video.
This video also includes tips for setup, cleanup, and

extensions.
 
 
 

(To adhere to Wiki Guidelines,
videos are embedded below

this doc). 



 

Strawberry DNA Extraction:
Demo

 

 

Overview: This is a video that participants can follow
along with when performing the demo. We

recommend that you familiarize yourself with the
demo first using the video for educators. 

 
 
 

(To adhere to Wiki Guidelines,
videos are embedded below

this doc). 



 FAQs and additional 
resources

Overview: We've compiled questions that we often received from students
during our school visits. We've also compiled additional resources that you may
wish to use to further enrich your exploration of synthetic biology and genetics
in the classroom.

FAQs:

Q: Can the DNA we extracted be edited? 
A: Since we broke down its backbone and dissolved the nucleus, not this DNA.
The DNA inside of other strawberries can be edited though!

Q: Does everything have DNA? What about trees or rocks?
A: All living organisms have DNA, including animals and plants. Rocks do not
have DNA.

Q: Is it safe to touch the DNA we extracted, or eat it?
A: The DNA is safe to touch. This DNA shouldn't be eaten because it was in
contact with soap and alcohol, but every strawberry you eat has DNA just like
this inside of it.

Q: Can you genetically modify humans/babies?
A: In theory, we can genetically modify any living thing. However, this isn't
something that we choose to do, because of debates about whether it is right,
or safe. 

Q: How much school do you have to do before iGEM?
A: iGEM has students from a wide age range compete, including high schoolers,
undergraduate students, and graduate students.

Q: What do I have to study to be a scientist and compete in iGEM?
A: iGEM teams have students from different areas of study who each bring
their own strengths to the team. This includes students studying engineering,
natural sciences, computer science, the arts, and social sciences. 

Additional Resources:

M&M Punnett Square Activity

Minds-on Activities for Teaching Biology, Genetics, and Cells 

Khan Academy: Genes, Proteins, and Cells

Bill Nye S05 E03: Genes
 

https://www.troup.org/userfiles/929/My%20Files/Science/MS%20Science/7th%20Science/Genetics/gene_combination/How%20Does%20Chance%20Affect%20the%20Combination%20of%20Genes.pdf?id=8279
https://serendipstudio.org/exchange/bioactivities
https://youtu.be/_iVu3g_S05I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2Vw6HgMmTs


 

CONTACT US
We'd love to hear from you! If you 

 have feedback, concerns, questions, or
want to hear more about what iGEM

Calgary is up to, please contact:

igemcalgary@ucalgary.ca


